The Effect of Different Locations of Simulated Central Vision Scotoma on Quality of Reading
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Abstract
As a person read, the eyes move to extract information from the printed text. Reading became disturbed when obstructed by the scotoma. The effect of reading and eye movement were investigated between different locations of simulated central vision scotoma. The time to read the text and the eye movements were recorded and tracked among eleven participants. The reading speed showed a significant difference at different locations of central scotoma simulation. The presence of central scotoma affects the quality of reading as the eye moved slowly during reading in order to comprehend the text.
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1.0 Introduction
Scotoma is defined as darkness or blind area within one’s field of view and it varies in size and shape while, the surrounding area is a normal vision (Kelley, 1983). Scotoma is classified into two categories, which are central and peripheral scotoma. The scotoma varies in size and shape and had different effect towards activity of daily living such as in reading (Crossland et al., 2004; Fine & Rubin, 1999; Sunness et al., 1996). Seiple (2013), states that central scotoma usually related to diseases such as age-related macular degeneration (AMD) and diabetic retinopathy (Seiple et al., 2013). A person with central scotoma would have difficulty to recognize faces and unable to see printed text even for the large size such as newspaper headlines (Brown et al., 2002).

Eye movement is a key element in the process of reading and extracting information from an object or target. During reading, the eyes make a saccadic movement which the rapid eye movement that continuously move while the eyes look for something or move from one object to another object (Rayner, 1998). Fixation happens during the stable state of the eye in between the saccades eye movements. The fixation lasts about 200-300ms (Rayner, 2009a). At this moment, the information processing take part since the object falls within the fovea. Regression is an eye movement involved during reading. Regression happens when the eye moves back to the previous letter or word during reading (Rayner & Fischer, 1996) This can be due to the linguistic problem, oculomotor problem or text difficulty (Rayner & Fischer, 1996). Patient with central scotoma frequently experience reading difficulty that can be attributed to reduce acuity, increase crowding or unstable fixation that associate with central visual field disturbance (Falkenberg et al., 2007). Study done by Bernard et al. showed that the larger size of scotoma, the slower the reading speed (Bernard et al., 2007). A similar result was showed in reading rates that were slower with scotoma and cataract at threshold letter size compared with normal vision.
As the center field of view blocked, the reading rate declines and eye movement patterns changed (Fine & Rubin, 1999b). Previous studies showed there was a significant correlation between the sizes of absolute scotoma with reading speed and reading acuity but not with relative scotoma (Ergun et al., 2003). Absolute scotoma caused disturbance in reading rate and changed the pattern of fixation (Sunness et al., 1999). The eyes changed the fixation pattern outside scotoma area, mostly towards the right visual field space than towards the superior and left visual field space. The reading speed was highly correlated with the size of scotoma. The reading speed faster with the scotoma above the fixation and became slower with the scotoma to the left (Sunness et al., 1999).

Central scotoma can be happened either on one eye or both eyes. In bilateral age-related macular degeneration, viewing through both eyes gave an advantage to increase the reading speed than with monocular viewing (Kabanarou & Rubin, 2006). However the pattern of the eye movement was similar in either monocular or binocular viewing. The visual field defect had delayed saccades eye movement which was lower in the frequency of express saccades compared to a normal person (Kanjee et al., 2012). Similarly, the mean saccade latencies were longer in moderate visual field defect and pre-perimetric visual field defect than in the normal group either with static and moving target (Lamirel et al., 2014). Less fixation stability was occurred when looking at peri-central target among those who affected with central scotoma (Bellmann et al., 2004).

Several simulated scotoma studies have been done to investigate the eye movement patterns in various aspects. It was found that the reading speed became slower in simulated vision impaired with central scotoma than in normal vision (Fine & Rubin, 1999b). When the eye is blurred and obstructed with scotoma, the saccadic eye movement became shorter, number of saccades and fixation duration were increased. The eye needs double the time to search an object when simulated with central scotoma (Bertera, 1988). Fixation duration also increased by 15% as compared to the normal vision condition. Simulation central scotoma caused the eye took longer time to identify the word and made more fixations (Fine & Rubin, 1999a). The reading speed was slower when attending to left of visual field with simulated scotoma than to the right of visual field. The eyes made more regression and smaller saccades when attending to the left. On the other hand, the subjects who have been simulated with central horizontal scotoma showed high preference to use inferior visual field than the superior visual field (Varsori et al., 2004). Changes in the eye movement patterns could be due to the loss of sensory and oculomotor disturbance due to the simulation scotoma. However, the eye could easily adapted with it and opted eye viewing strategy to improve the quality and performance of reading.

It was suggested and proved that the reading and the eye movement were significantly affected at some extent and location of the central visual field defect. The scotoma could affect one’s quality of reading and changed the pattern of eye movements. The reading difficulty was a common daily activity that reported among those with central scotoma who seek for vision rehabilitation. Improving reading quality is one of the challenges faced by the vision practitioner, which nowadays reading is not only about reading book but wider scope from that. Various studies were done to investigate the reading quality and eye movement pattern either in real or simulated central scotoma conditions. However, the location of the central scotoma relative to the fovea was quite limited in published articles. Simulation study was very important to predict the real condition by control aspects during the experiment. It could be a pilot study before investigate on the real patient. The characteristics of the eye movement during reading and investigation on the location of visual field defect would play a role in predicting the quality of reading. Thus, a study investigating the reading and eye movement patterns at the different location of central scotoma, which has been simulated was proposed in this article.

2.0 Materials and Methods
A comparative study was conducted to investigate the effect of reading speed and eye movement patterns in four simulated conditions, which were at nasal, temporal, superior and inferior of the fovea. The simulation was made using a goggle. The size and shape of simulation central scotoma were derived from the previous study (Varsori et al., 2004). The central scotoma was a circular disc subtended about 1.5° of visual angle. Based on the calculation, the visual angle was approximately 10mm height at 40cm reading distance. The fig. 1 showed the central scotoma simulation.

![Fig. 1: The illustration of the location of central scotoma simulation on the goggle.](image)

Seven Malay-language reading texts were used as reading stimuli in this study. The texts contained 1 paragraph, 4-5 lines and 50 words. It was extracted from the Malay language textbook used by the primary school under Malaysian Ministry of Education. Since the experiment consisted of 5 conditions, i.e normal vision condition, central scotoma simulation at superior, inferior, right and left, 5 texts were used. One text was used as demonstration text prior to the actual experiment, while another one text was used as a backup.
text. The size of text was N8 print size or equivalent to 0.4 LogMAR, which represent the newspaper print size. The texts were printed on the matt surface white paper with high contrast using LaserJet printer.

Three-D Video Oculography (3D VOG) was used to track and quantify the horizontal, vertical and torsional eye movements. The 3D VOG is fully non-invasive video image processing technology, using the head-mounted infrared video camera (VOG mask). Two video cameras are mounted on the mask. For each camera, the infrared LED sources are provided to illuminate each eye. All required components of the system i.e the goggle and infrared video camera are combined with a high-performance computer workstation. The real-time image processing, calibration, stimulus-software interface, built-in data analysis, and data recording are integrated within an easy-to-use MS Windows application version 5.04.02. The screen resolution is set to 1024 x 768 or greater with 32-bit colour depth or greater. Fig. 2 showed the setting of 3D Video Oculography on the patient.

![Fig. 2: The setting of the experiment using the 3-D video oculography. The goggle was set on the participant head with the infrared](image)

The sample size was calculated using G power 3.1.9.2 based on ocular movement from previous findings (Cerulli et al., 2014). The alpha error of probability was set at 0.05; the effect size (d) was 0.98. With the power of study at 0.85, a number of participants needed in this study were sixteen. However, only eleven participants’ data can be analyzed in this study. Five data were missing and corrupted when the instrument breakdown in the middle process of data analysis.

Eleven young adults aged 23 to 26 years old participated. The participants should have no remarkable history of ocular disease, corrected visual acuity same or better than 6/6. Those who had a vision correction, it should be less than or equal with -2.00 diopter sphere and/or -0.50 diopter cylinder. The participants also had no gross binocular vision problems. The young adults participants with a good visual status were chosen to avoid confounding factors in this study. This experiment was intended solely to investigate at the effect of central scotoma on reading without other ocular disorders. The presbyopia candidates aged more than 40 years old were excluded due to the difficulty to correct the near refractive error (spectacle correction) while fitted with the 3D-VOG goggle. The participants need to be fluently read the Malay language material. Inform consent was obtained prior to the experiment procedures and this study adheres to the tenets of the declaration of Helsinki and the institutional review board approved this study (Approval no. 600-FSK/PT.5/2).

Vision screening was done prior to the reading and eye movement measurements. Distance visual acuity was measured using Bailey-Lovie LogMAR chart at 3 meters distance. The subjective refraction was performed to ensure the refractive error within the acceptable range. Those who had refractive errors was then corrected with Focus Dailies soft contact lenses (Material: nelfilcon A, water content: 69%) with base curve 8.6mm and diameter of 13.8mm. Participants who were fitted with soft contact lenses were screened their ocular health and tears status using a slit lamp biomicroscope. The tears status was determined using the tear break up time (TBUT) method. The cornea was dyed with fluorescein strips, after several blinks, the participants were asked to hold blink. The first "dry spot" which remarks with the black spot on the cornea was observed through the slit lamp biomicroscope with cobalt blue filter. The time taken from the participants' holds their last blink to the first 'dry spot' was recorded as the tear break up time in seconds. Acceptable TBUT was more or equal to 8 seconds (Jamaliah & Fathilah, 2002). Gross binocular vision problem was screened with remote near point of convergence and near point of accommodation using the Royal Air Force (RAF) rule. The remote near point of convergence (NPC) and near point of accommodation (NPA) were measured with the push-up and push down methods. The break and recovery points were recorded for NPC while blur, break and recovery points were noted for NPA measurement. Recording of NPC and NPA were in centimeter. Both NPC and NPA should be within norms values of young adults (Rosenfield & Cohen, 1996; Scheiman et al., 2003).

The eye movements were then recorded using 3D-VOG while reading the Malay texts. The simulation was attached on the 3-D VOG goggle on both of participants eyes. The simulations and normal vision condition were chosen at random sequence for each participant. The calibration procedure was conducted before the actual measurements to capture the eye position and set as a reference position. It was performed as the eye and head straight ahead looked at the given target on the screen monitor. The pupil of the eyes was monitored and should always at the center of the camera live image. Then the participants were asked to read the Malay text that placed on the slanted reading table at 45 degrees with 40cm distance from the eye plane. The reading should be a loud, clear pronunciation at normal speed. Any error made such as mispronunciation, substitution, reversal, refusal, omission and addition was noted as reading errors (Khalid et al., 2017). The reading was recorded with audiotape for post-experiment evaluation of reading time and reading error. The reading speed was quantified as numbers of correct word that can be read in a minute (words per minute). Once the participants ready, they were instructed to start reading the text and at the same time, the eye movement measurement was started. The torsional test was used to record the eye movement. It was depended on the visibility of the pupil. The participants were
always reminded to keep the eyes widely open. The eye position during the torsional eye movement measurement was at the range of ±20° horizontally and ±20° vertically. The eye movements were determined as numbers of fixation and numbers of regression. Fixation is the point that the eye stationary to process the visual output while the regression is the right-to-left eye movement backs the previous words to recapture the missing information during reading (Rayner, 1998).

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS version 21.0. The descriptive data were presented as mean, median and standard deviation. The comparison of reading speed and the eye movement in term of numbers of fixation and numbers of regression between the normal condition and simulated scotoma conditions was done with one-way ANOVA. The significance level was set at p<0.05.

3.0 Results
The reading speed and the eye movement data were normally distributed using Shapiro-Wilk test (p>0.05). Therefore, the analysis was carried out using parametric test, one-way ANOVA.

3.1 Comparison of reading speed between normal condition and simulated central scotoma
Reading speed between normal vision, superior, inferior, right and left scotoma simulation were 129±20 wpm, 109±21 wpm, 102±12 wpm, 113±20 wpm and 115±16 wpm, respectively as shown in Fig. 3. The reading speed was reduced significantly with the simulated scotoma as compared with the normal condition, [F(4,54) =3.17, p= 0.02]. The inferior simulated scotoma gave the slowest for the inferior scotoma stimulation as compared to the other conditions ranging from 85 wpm to 128 wpm.

![Fig. 3: The box and plot of reading speed on normal condition and in four simulated scotoma conditions. The error bar showed the maximum and minimum values of the reading speed for each condition. The lower edge of the box represents the 1st quartile and upper edge of the box represents the 3rd quartile. The star marker (*) in the middle of the box showed the mean of reading speed.](image)

3.1 Comparison of eye movements between normal condition and simulated central scotoma
The eye movements were measured based on numbers of fixation and numbers of regression. The comparison of number of fixation while reading was found not significantly different [F(4,54)=0.61, p=0.65] between the normal vision and simulated central scotoma either at the superior, inferior, right or left region of the fovea. The mean and standard deviation for number of fixation in the condition without stimulation was 19±7. The mean numbers of fixation made during reading with the simulated central scotoma towards the superior, inferior, right and left region of fovea were 15±10, 17±9, 18±9 and 14±6, respectively. Reading with the simulated central scotoma at the right of the fovea showed the highest number of fixation with the range between 5 to 33 numbers of fixations. This indicated the eye with scotoma at the right region stop more during reading than in the other locations of scotoma. This was followed with inferior scotoma, superior scotoma and left scotoma. The mean of numbers of fixation was represented in Fig. 4.

![Fig. 4: (a) Comparison of numbers of fixation duration between normal condition and four simulated central scotoma (b) Comparison of numbers of regression duration between normal condition and four simulated central scotoma](image)
The numbers of regression made during reading for the normal condition was 6±3 ranging between 1 to 13 numbers of regressions. When reading with simulated central scotoma at the superior, inferior, right and left region from the fovea, the eye made regression movement of 8±4, 8±4, 9±4 and 9±5, respectively. The regression movements were approximately similar between simulated central scotoma location, F(4,54) = 0.90, p=0.47. However, the eyes made more regression movements when they were simulated with scotoma than in the normal condition. As compared to the numbers of fixation and numbers of regression, the eyes stop more when reading the text than regress back to the previous word during reading. This was shown in Fig. 4 that numbers of fixation was higher than the number of regression.

4.0 Discussion

The reading speed showed a significant reduction when reading with the eye that simulated with central scotoma regardless its locations. It might be due to the presence of artificial central scotoma that disturbs the reading process. Obstruction at the inferior region of the visual field showed the slowest reading speed as compared to the other locations of the scotoma. Previous study showed that reading speed was slower when it was simulated with a combination vision impaired and central scotoma than in normal vision (Fine & Rubin, 1999b). The larger text size was needed to improve the quality of reading. Even with larger text size, it changed the pattern of the eye movement. In our study, the chosen text size was equivalent to the size of newspaper prints. Apart from the effect of the simulated central scotoma, the small text size could be the factor that affects the quality of reading among our participants. Other findings showed that the subjects with simulated central scotoma took a longer time to identify letters and words when attending to the left of visual field than to the right of visual field (Fine & Rubin, 1999a). Reading speed with artificial central scotoma simulation was quite slower than normal condition because the participants may lose the use of fovea (Fine & Rubin, 1999b). The loss of central visual field reduced the acuity and contrast sensitivity. Besides that, the participants with real scotoma usually adopted a preferred retinal locus which substitutes the use of fovea to the peripheral retinal region to obtained clarity of vision (Fine & Rubin, 1999b).

Based on a study done by Pesudovs and colleagues, a highly significant difference was found in reading speed between six groups of ocular disorder conditions (Pesudov et al., 2002). It was found that the cataract, central vision loss, central vision loss with cataract, peripheral vision loss, peripheral vision loss with cataract and also control group read at 93.1 wpm, 29.2 wpm, 30.0 wpm, 85.0 wpm, 89.3 wpm and 102.1 wpm, respectively. These findings clearly supported that the central vision loss displayed the lowest reading speed than other conditions. The size of absolute scotoma was correlated significantly with the reading capability and reading speed (Ergun et al., 2003). The reduction in reading speed in those with central scotoma was suggested influenced by the visual span which the size of the window that can be seen clearly at the fixation point (Cheong et al., 2009). The size of visual span in age-related macular degeneration (ARMD) was found substantially smaller than normal vision at the central field of view. The size of visual span contributed 36% of the variance in ARMD reading speed.

The number of fixation was not statistically significant in simulated central scotoma locations as compared with normal vision. But, the simulated central scotoma at right and inferior of fovea was the most that affected in this reading experiment. The eye tended to make more stop during reading with simulated central scotoma at the right of fovea. This could be happened due to the obstruction of view with the simulated scotoma on the next word to be read in the text. It was reported that the size of scotoma size influenced the number of fixation, fixation duration and searching time. The study investigated 3 sizes of scotoma, which were the absolute scotoma, relative scotoma at 0.23° gap sizes and relative scotoma with 0.93° gap sizes. The larger the size of scotoma, the more number of fixations was made (Cornelissen et al., 2005). The previous study showed that, the time taken for word identification was longer in simulated central scotoma and participants tends to make a higher number of fixations (Fine & Rubin, 1999b). It was because the participants need to search the word in their visual space and search the optimal fixation location within the word to recognized and process word. The number of fixation was also found increased as the field of view became constricted (Cornelissen et al., 2005). The time taken to search a target or object was increased as the peripheral visual field defect constricted from 15° to 10° and 5° of field of view. The stability of fixation was also found to be less in patients with central scotoma when looking at per-central region (Bellmann et al., 2004).

The numbers of regression were also not significantly different between the normal condition and simulated central scotoma conditions. However, the eyes made more regression movements when they were simulated with scotoma than in the normal condition. The regression movement happened as the eye moves towards backward to re-fixate on the previous letters or words that had been read. The adult reader was considered as experienced and skilled reader compared to the children. The probability of the re-fixation among the reading skilled readers was low during reading (Rayner, 2009a). Furthermore, as the reading skill increased, the number of regression was decreased (Rayner, 2009b). An individual made regression movement could be due to understanding problem or the oculomotor problem. Since the participants in our study were aged from 23 to 26 years old, the participants were categorized as the skilled reader. As hypothesized, the participants should not make higher regression movement. However, it happened differently. The higher numbers of regression in simulated central scotoma conditions than in normal condition could be happened due to oculomotor problem and understanding problem. As the scotoma obstructed the field of view during reading, the participants might have difficulty to choose the fixation point to the next word in the text. This could disturb the reading process to comprehend the text. Therefore, the eye tends to make more regression movement with the simulation central scotoma.
5.0 Conclusion

The reading speed was reduced with central scotoma simulation but not in the eye movement patterns in terms of numbers of fixation and numbers of regression. This could be due to the limited number of the participants in this study. However, this simulation study could give an insight on the prediction of reading and the eye movement patterns when applied on the real and actual central scotoma condition as in patient with age related macular degeneration. The trend of the eye movements with central scotoma simulation showed that the eye tended to stop more and made regression movements, which lead to the increment of time to finish reading the text. This might caused the reading speed became slow. The findings suggested that the obstruction of central field with simulated scotoma especially on the right region of fovea could affect the reading process as well as the quality of reading in one’s daily life.
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